Short curriculum of Prof. Frank Koppens

Prof. Frank Koppens obtained his PhD in experimental physics at Delft University, at the Kavli Institute of Nanoscience, The Netherlands. After a postdoctoral fellowship at Harvard University, since August 2010, Koppens is a group leader at the Institute of Photonic Sciences (ICFO). The quantum nano-optoelectronics group of Prof. Koppens focuses on both science and technology of novel two-dimensional materials and quantum materials.

Koppens has received four ERC grants, the Christiaan Huygensprijs 2012, the Premis Nacional de Reserca, and the IUPAP young scientist prize in optics.

Prof. Koppens is leader of the optoelectronics workpackage of the graphene flagship (1B€ project for 10 years).

In total, Koppens has published more than 60 refereed papers (H-index 38), with more than 30 in Science and Nature family journals. Total citations >10.000.

Weblinks:
Graphene.icfo.eu
Koppensgroup.icfo.eu